Aug. 21st 1931.

Interview with Krupskaya, widow of Lenin, 12:30, at the Commissariat for Education.

Krupskaya—greyish white hair brushed closely back, mouth a little twisted, face swollen, eyelids, one eye a little blood-shot, smile full of sympathy & love. Children impressed by complete unselfishness, hard work, complete absence of care for worldly comfort, long simple check white skirt, no hesitation, a clear plan in her exposition of human educational aims. A wonderful interview with an outstanding personality. She did not wish me to take notes.

General summary:

1. Worker. There is a great desire among workers to study.
and in some factories practically all workers go to evening classes. The workers go out to collective farms to lend their organization. Factories have special links with certain kolkhozy. By taking workers from factories to kolkhozy and giving them the necessary equipment, the organization ability is trained. The factory workers have learned how to work in groups where mutual cooperation has long been accustomed to work. To do so, the worker brings in his village ability to perform. workers working in common. He also learns how to read and write. This is essential not only from a cultural viewpoint, but from the point of view of how to run a collective farm. For this, it is necessary to know how to keep accounts, how to make contracts, etc.

We first the Komsomol said (roughly) The role of a child must know exactly about production. She had great stress upon production. The children must learn about factories, mines, farms, how to increase production.

Dr. Chilcie

**Politechnical education is now the great motto.** This was introduced about 3 years ago. It is the greatest thing. All part/participate in production. Each school has an agreement with a factory or with a collective farm. The pupil visits the factory often, learns about production.
He gets practical experience in hand machine.

When children go to collective farms, they learn about life in villages, and they also bring culture to peasants. The younger need them to read and write. They also help in work.

This summer for example 400 children went down from Moscow to Crimea. They all worked 6 hours a day and thus helped to make up for shortage of labor, which we have everywhere in Soviet Union. In their spare time they went on excursions. Winter had come back, healthy happy. The struggle against illiteracy. Workers & peasants are constantly learning more.

Social task and write. Some people of some years old. In Saratov there was a Pioneer Crusade for illiterate. Mr. Pioneer visited every home in Saratov and found out who were literate & illiterate. My part was to help me begin classes and taught them and now. Saratov is a town where there is no illiteracy. In villages there are cultural centers, children, gardens, libraries. Where there are many central villages or central village is made into a cultural center. Of course we do not teach religion in schools.

Children's town, a German pedagogue wrote to me asking me if he
wanted to set up children's rooms where all 5 children will live together. I replied to him: No, that was a mistake. The child should have relations with his family, because he must learn about life, about factors of life. My idea is to have in large new communal house one whole floor devoted to children. There must exist that in Russia near all mothers work. They also want to learn and to go to cinema. So we are glad when they can devote their time to chores of care of children can be taken off their hands.

We are setting up workers' universities and peasants' universities. Women we enter more into production.
Kahn, G. Corporation, ruote & Alcohols.
friend of religion, the man who makes home-brewed (samoponk). I bought one of his allies of Pope.
public house keep, drink, uncared for, they drink illegally

One girl made up full speed near car. I was surprised. Quite pretty. Tall yellow hair. Permanent wave. She was a new arrival. A boy friend had called for her. She'd gone out to 7 street, then walked back. Church, woman, king, clones, rather gaudy. Almost empty. Men to $40. One girl 17 was marrying a man.
Toys for children.
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Conversation with
a peasant - 7th August.

The peasants are
totally unsatisfied. They have
been forced to sell
their collective farms, what
they want them to plant.
They are now forced
to work for themselves. Take
my father as an example. He
worked day and night day and
night till they got hard.
He made bricks. The smell
of sweat and what happened.
The collective farm and the
farm were taken away by
the State.
The peasant cat very little now. Of course, peasants used to eat meat.

In restaurant, works, I ask him if he ate more or less meat now than before. "Of course, less."

In village, it is bad. They have been so bad. Not enough raw material.

In cities, it is bad. They have been so bad. Not enough raw material.

Change in Rome.
Fine paved street.
Sadooya - tres grass.
New expensive restaurants with table cloths and coloured lampshades. Greatly different.

Midas, in wages, small class (social) great difference.
New Planetarium. Building everywhere.

Madame - I used to be a Lichenella because I owned this house. But they took it away from me and they've pulled it with works. But they've given back my right and I now have a bread card.
French negotiations will probably lead to credits. Heretofore, Soviet has had by contract with Fiat. Psychological effect of first treaty will be weak. Unfavorable trend of trade with America, although time was a month of extensive trade. Canning making progress but not as much as the former.

Spiridonova 17.

Mr. Ritchie.

5-72-84

Figures not for foreign consumption. Diesel engine turned out quantity but not quality. 3 new boats in Black Sea. 2 not laid out because engine out. 7 compressor 3 in repair. Motor too fast. Tempo.

I manage to keep in inspection. Tending labor to be romantic. Food much turnover of labor. Stalin temporary phase. Practically no private retail trade left in country. They see that.

They've seen that.

Workman must have incentive to work. While there is a shortage of things, must be made very worth while to produce for people. I still have ability. This has been a lot I equalize it last 2 yr. The worker was came well could not buy things. But now the non-commercial ships so that people earning good money can buy goods at high price. More return for his work. Poor...
There was no equality of wages but the high paid man at least spent his money.

Decline or rise in exports of USSR will depend very much on world crisis. It is hardly worth exporting wheat because price is hardly more than price of bottoms in which they are carried.

Oil: done very well. USSR has become second oil producing country. Where, passed Venezuela?

Confined in other factors — not so much in housing, more in food in Russia. Health, housing, workers fly the country. Americans complain as soon as workers learn about machinery they fly too to another factory. Nobody here lives without working.

Exports from USSR in 1928-29: 877,596 P. Imports to ... 836,303.

They've just intruder that was across this year. Last year in industry.

Order are now going to include: U.S.A., Denmark, U.S.S.R.

Five Year Plan put a slogan.

A. Lenin: Hastings.

Beckham's come Glinka's replacement.

B. C. X.
Yuri in passage. "Oh, when we're dead will it be better?"

Man says: we built the old Russian Tenants' Bank. It's much worse now. We eat 70 times less than before revolution. We peasants are we any salt losing out in the Kremlin they get everything.

Scandal: police, well-dressed people. They sit down, feet standing up. Asked woman why. She said: Never in train. Policeman is a woman head. Sitting down in train. I had said: man took wrong complaint to police.


Went into house. Taken round: dirty, walls black. Woman down is living in 2 rooms. It's terrible now. It's very hard to get enough food for children. My child's been ill.

Sent into other house. Wooden dark corridor. Peasant woman cooking, 2 rooms. 3 rooms in this house, 40 people living here. We all share this one.
Kitchens. In Autumn some will be ready to move into. Most of the people are from the North. We are not allowed to split between your two homes. We let our brothers and sisters live in the town. My old mother lives in the North. She believes in religion. My brothers are party members, but they just belong to the church. We believe that the church is the place to go. We get on well.

Little child (6) near red star "New York."

Conversation with my neighbor.

"How is it going?"

"I get 120 rupees a month. Now when I come home, I am forced to pay a whole month's salary. Each month I pay 12 rupees to loan. And there is no loan all time. I don't want to waste time. I can't afford it."

Restaurant.

"Is it good?"

"Yes. Agree."

"It's terrible for us."

"They get very little food. They're from a village. They're from a small village."

"How far is it?"

"It's far from here."
Conversation with volks.

Before Revolution we could get everything at cheap. I didn't eat plenty of meat, but I used milk. And it wasn't cheap. Now we've got to pay 10 roubles for a kilo of sausage. Before Revolution you could get it for 3.5 roubles. We have only had 10 eggs since Jan.

Moscow is best place. It provides it is even worse. And a folly? The only way to be is to have lots of food. There is no opposition left now. But they wanted to give men food to work. But Stalin didn't; we must hurry up. Quickly to industrialise. It's dangerous to be in opposition.

What about you, tony? You can't eat finks.

You see that tree there. It's not an apple tree is it. But tomorrow that tree has to grow apples. How far can we say a single thing is an everyday? Voluntary, indeed they get up a meeting, and the passing of a resolution by doing. Who is apt? Nobody wants to get into trouble. Everybody signed up. If you did they'd say, "Oh you're aptitude you. That means you are apt."

You might disappear. Oh yes, a lot have disappeared. My friend his might go off tomorrow and I never hear a single word about him. They've been shooting people too and shooting got place in Siberia for opposition.
People don't like Stalin. He's too hard. I should say that only 2% of the population respect him. For peasants it's even more than 2%. For workers, no. the communists do not do whole live better than the other. We are all forced to pay into loan on our factories. If we are friends they put a communist in between us to listen to what he say. Now it's almost impossible for one factory to another. They make you stick these. We can't even say a single word. The Five Year Plan is all on paper. No newspapers. TV. You can't read them. Nothing about industrialisation.
Chemical Industry.

Mr. Dyubinov:
Commissariat of Finance
Ref. Economist
Nov. 8, 1930
May 23, 1931
Give very kindly greetings.

Kollin, I.
Deb 5

The debt was associated
among masses as remnant
of Tsarist regime. I used
for imperialistic purposes.

22 May, 1922, Chicherin

Date: 28 Jan., 1922.
Note of Chicherin in 1921.

Genoa: 1922
Hamburg in Dec. 1922.

Anglo-Russian: 1924

Cutter shows how terrible situation is abroad.
(See Louis Kraft's article in "Foreign affairs" 1929.

Franco-Russian Conf. 1925.

From statistical M. J. view.


The bondholders did not formulate devise but claimed amount of £50,000,000. Official negotiator gave £39,000,000. We offered £6,000,000.

Franco-Rus. 1925-6-7.

9 million from total loans, bond debts supposed it was 10 million.

We paid 400,000 to France before war. Interest bonds issued, represented 25% of national income before War. We proposed to pay 60,000,000 francs, but they accepted but French refused but devaluation of franc was $1. He did.
Get material on Hague & Genoa Conferences. Compos'te rendus. Stenographers. Get them in N. Y.

2. Gold Supply:

Τόσο γρήγορα βετούσε τη Ρωσία.

Carnegie Novicko.

La dette publique de la Russie.


Endowment for Russian Public Finance Studies.


Read the Appendix. Soviet News.

Reclamações de la Руссии aux États responsables de l'acte

νετρινν et hypnotizov. du blous.

Gènes 1922

also: Russia: a russeovtova

imperative. cccp

gesnab connecte.

Russian Gold.

Amstrong.

3. Inflation.

Financial position is strained. Because this year we must have
32,000,000,000 rubles. 1/4 to annual income: 49,000,000,000.
Turnover of currency has increased.


They're trying how to raise standard of thing. All devices & announcements are not same direction. Apart/betterment of thing.

Russia lost want to dump. It's understood under their necessity. Whole version of it be settled by a large bond. Hard up; they hard debt fall through so they had to spend on what they possessed.

Russia in personal interests in bread & country. Stalin. loyal & cute crown.


New methods—nothing justified. In the reform justified.

Non-alien. New deal for it's economy. Anybody is more of an economist.
Meeting now with Dept. of For. Trade.

G.P.U. will lose up.

Completion over a part of the never been centralized.

Better compensation for technicians and skilled workers.

Plans for better housing in coal district.

Most farmers own land.

Worker's productivity up to 40-50%.

They don't do well. They want it? What figure? You can't get my book. Speculative.

Russia v. honest. Despised.

They want the price for their lumber. "Renants." Kolchogors move control to Govt.

Your people speak differently.

My brother kolekhoz. During NEP there was millions of unemployed. Shortage of labor is forcing the Gov't to accept farmers as workers.

More people eating now than under NEP.

Will they be able to manufacture? That is test.

But in time they will learn.

Lack of coal

Direct sale market.

After skating, walked down Petrovka about 12:45. Scandal. Woman shooting crowd of 10 watching. The drunk came up and asked, "What do you come from?" Or, "Are you from my country?"

We're feeding. The local is food abroad. How can we live now? They're shooting workers. "Get them! We're tired of doing everything. We can't have a boss. Always shoot horses. We could write nothing!"
Book Industry

1931, 5,000,000,000

But on plan is a
5,000,000,000

Influence of Obligatory Education. Obligatory from 8 to 25 yrs old.

By 3: Other subjects
By 3.” max.”
Two generations

Lyrist; jury built; had material; wood in impractical. Very strong from outside but has no constructional defect.

Private market - gypsy fortune, you command! Sourdough; you're only old man. It all not. Gyp: your sister's name: Anna. Am you command: No. Your middle is Chavez: Not it, etc. etc. It's all old-fashioned talk.

Girl with all white smile, soap and marble, think it's clean. It's cooperative, the work. Do they buy iron nowadays? What some of them?
Karl Radek.

Dear, good engineer, know.

For last twenty years we shall be untrained occupied with our internal development. What people human is develop the internal market the Marx need so much. The peasants want also. Have better cloth and objects. Dumping is not true. Could we receive high price were sold in very plant.

It is nowhere to say that Russia will be independent sufficient. The more a country develop, I greatly its trade relations will grow. They we have all reasons for peaceful relations.

The need of trade are from that I think that relations with our country will be better. There can be great peace if we are on argument for more great policy. We are stronger in Hungary five year more peasant realcities that a tactics, better than a home. We are stronger.

Roland: How can you take expect, that they will be stabilized. Yes, I have a common frontier with Poland. How can we stand between rev. Germany, rev. Russia. We can wait, we see.
The masses of people have received peace.

In Germany, before Prussia took over Poland, we had a free press. In Poland, they had a free press.

I would like to have a meat ballot. We had to be forced to help them. I do not want that. A free press is a concrete possibility. It will be from report.

After we shall need to write internally. Spain is a country where we cannot move. -Hussein Louis.

Days of intervention.

A colon of two or three people will always exist. That is always desire. Of people humans, they will have support.
The masses of people have no desire for peace.

7.9. says people must be it our manner or we are a feeble race. In my opinion, I would like a real back. I would be obliged to help them. I do not think that a great rev. is a concrete possibility. Humanity will be from a report. Oil, we shall need to make internally. Grain—present in only a few more.

H. L. Howl.

Schen, 1 change from mainly to meat and from little farm to fire at farm production.

Germany. Before/implies return to Poland, self-quest. I think we can only an industry. Count as a very make? My received raw materials from foreign countries.

We have no reason from an internal to try to force development in the country. Besides I see no worker know that it would have to fight from the first day of intervention.

Days of intervention.

A long time to exist. I always said it belongs, humanity, they will have support.
The shoring up of soviet Russia and China opportunity of adventure in all the East which would be very difficult.

France

France made Russia's trouble in Germany. World situation is difficult. We can do without loans.

Second we cannot be a tool of policy of others.

At a time when/serious treatment to go on all sides it is nonsense to think that Russia is defend (Treaty of Versailles) will not be a basis of some's relation. First important of France to revise what cannot last. / Treaty

It is not last crisis. It will end. America France have great resources. Ford will produce more at expense of British. I know capital cannot have a general prosperity but greatest powers will be stronger in relation to others. I do not think that you in America can prepare a revolution. Workers move in strong after crisis. Story farmers' depression will last.
Not least crisis.

The greatest danger for Socialism is not Anarchism, but Imperialism. Capitalism. M.N. called more. I'm not the Bolshevik.

Propaganda. We are close with worst world for world's war. I make propaganda for America.

Because peace cannot be secured. Soviet Govt. make money, when hit. means - Germany will make propaganda. I do not know evidence that we make evidence prop up our country.

Censorship: Sound all over Europe. We are not prepared. I do not believe in Russian influence. The only way to stop them is to make them popular.

Comintern in Russia...
3. America shall end. America to America at this you are not more realistic than me. Communism will, we shall have a whole world agreement in 5 years. We are a country like America. Without you help development and slowing. But there is no power which can check us. Intervention and end with destruction of Germany.
Kolkhozki.
Socialist Compell.
Good report - had opposite them.
Hitler's motor car.
Bad dept had turtled othor - donkey.

Y.
Ministry of agri.
Big notice "Fas m.
"Colons. Victim of forced labor.
I report that in.
U.S. slaves been
examined by bourgeois.
Photo - a meeting of protest.
Refers to electric chair.
Yes, then, nazi.

photo of white man plays
naked negro
nigger boy
"anew deadly enemy
Capitalism."